The new Catalyst is guaranteed to generate a major reaction. Stackable up to 10 high, the Catalyst features a unique tapered square frame with sweeping back legs that complements the gentle arch of the compound curved flexing back. The tapered seat has a cantilevered front that offers a lighter, streamlined appearance. The Catalyst is a true break from tradition.
The dramatic asymmetrical back shapes are standard and all are available with or without the rectilinear top rail handgrip. Custom back shapes and upholstery options, including three-dimensional overlays are available on all models.
FEATURES

Dual Contoured COMFORTflex® Back
The Catalyst features the MTS COMFORTflex back, which utilizes a high-strength aluminum alloy spring that allows the back to flex as the person seated moves or applies pressure to the back, and a dual contoured back design – providing the ultimate comfort.

Tapered Seat Design
A uniquely tapered seat complements the Catalyst’s innovative back designs and delivers superior comfort.

Tapered Leg Design
The Catalyst’s tapered legs offer a stylish aesthetic, while the rear legs are gracefully swept to match the gentle arc of the back design. Patent Pending.

Integrated Handgrip
All Catalyst models are available with an integrated top rail handgrip. This “T” bar, adds an interesting aesthetic, as well as a functional feature. Specify “T” after the model number.

Premium Metal Floor Glides
These premium metal floor glides, with rubber cushion “silencer” and nickel-plated swivel base, allow chairs to slide easily over carpet, while resisting upholstery damage and enhancing stacking convenience.

OPTIONS

MTS COMFORTgrip™
This ergonomically designed optional handgrip provides a comfortable grip to assist in handling of the Catalyst models without top rail handgrip. Specify (CHG).

Three-Dimensional Custom Upholstery
Overlaid custom upholstery offers a three-dimensional look when creating a custom back upholstery design. Custom design your own back shape, three-dimensional upholstery design, or select a two-tone upholstery option. Specify (CDB).

Retractable Wire Ganger
The MTS retractable ganger slides out of sight under the seat when not in use. Held in place with a molded nylon retainer, this device is available as an option on all Catalyst models. Specify (RLG) gold, (RLS) silver, (RLB) black.

ProBax® Option
ProBax-infused, foam-based seating subtly supports and tilts the pelvis, improving postural position in support of the spine. Offered exclusively through MTS, ProBax has been medically proven to improve comfort and alertness. Adding the ProBax option to your banquet and conference seating is a comforting way to differentiate yourself from the competition. Specify (PRO).
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It's not just a seat. It's a style.

MTS Seating is sensitive to the impact of our manufacturing on the world around us. That’s why we developed and adopted the SynerGreen® philosophy to make continuous environmental improvements in our processes and products, while practicing sound business principles to focus on satisfying customer needs.

As a result, MTS is proud to be the first hospitality banquet seating manufacturer to earn the GREENGUARD® Indoor Air Quality Certification on all of our lines of seating products.

Visit our website at www.mtsseating.com to find out more about our SynerGreen program and for the big picture in seating solutions for every setting. Discover the engineering, quality and ergonomics today’s hospitality industry demands, and the design impact to make a lasting statement. There’s always something new at MTS.

To see the entire line of MTS Seating products, visit www.mtsseating.com.
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